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Abstract: The development of RNA-based switches of gene ex
pression is summarized. Most switches are based on the Schistoso
ma mansonii hammerhead ribozyme (HHR), a self-cleaving RNA 
sequence that is inserted into an mRNA. Control of HHR self-cleav
age is achieved by the attachment of an aptamer domain to the HHR 
scaffold. External addition of a small-molecule ligand regulates cat
alytic activity oftheribozyme and hence gene expression. These so
called aptazymes are suited to control several classes of RNA. In ad
dition to mRNA, we have incorporated artificial RNA switches into 
tRNA as well as the bacterial16S rRNA. In addition, the presented 
switches should be widely applicable as demonstrated by experi
ments in bacteria, yeast, and mammals. 
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1 Introduction 

Ribonucleic acids (RNA) are important intermediates in 
gene expression. The major classes messenger RNA 
(mRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal RNA 
(rRNA) play fundamental roles in the transmission of in
formation from DNA to protein. The expression of indi
vidual genes is highly regulated. Conditional gene 
expression in bacteria is dominated by proteins such as 
transcription factors. Indeed the majority of genes is reg
ulated by protein-based mechanisms, but the discovery of 
riboswitches by Breaker and co-workers demonstrated a 
pivotal role of RNA in bacterial gene regulation.! 

In contrast to protein-based regulation systems, ri
boswitches do not require protein factors for the regula
tion of gene expression. Usually riboswitches are 
intramolecular (or eis-acting) RNA motifs which are em
bedded in the 5'-untranslated region (5'-UTR) ofmRNA. 
They consist of two main domains: an aptamer domain, 
which can specifically bind a metabolite and thereby 
sense a chemical stimulus. This signal is then communi
cated to the second domain, a so-called expression plat
form that changes gene expression by affecting 

transcription elongation, translation initiation, or mRNA 
stability. The process of 'communicating' the presence of 
an interaction partner from one domain to another is usu
ally facilitated by re-folding of respective RNA elements 
in order to adopt alternate structures and hence functions. 
Many different naturally occurring riboswitches have 
been reported.2 Interestingly, similar but artificial systems 
had been constructed by some researchers several years 
before"natural systems were discovered.3 These artificial, 
RNA-based regulators were developed by using in vitro 
selected aptamer motifs. Aptamers are binders composed 
of short nucleic acids which specifically recognize inter
action partners. They can be obtained through a combina
torial in vitro selection process, called systematic 
evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX).4 

In recent years artificial riboswitches responding to novel 
ligands in both bacteria and in eukaryotes have been con
structed. For this purpose, a gene-regulatory element is in
serted into an mRNA. This is carried out on the DNA level 
by techniques for manipulating genetic information, and 
then this information is introduced into the respective 
cells. Next, the gene switch is transcribed and can be trig
gered by a chemical stimulus.5 In addition to inserting 
ligand-sensing modules into mRNA, the incorporation of 
catalytically active elements such as the hammerhead 
ribozyme (HHR) as expression platform enlarged the di
versity of artificial RNA-based switches and their mecha
nisms to regulate gene expression. In this case ligand 
binding to the aptamer domain triggers changes in the ki
netics of a phosphodiester-cleaving ribozyme, which in
fluences gene expression, for example, via the liberation 
of the ribosome binding site in Escherichia coli (E. cOli).6 
This connection of an aptamer and a ribozyme is called an 
aptazyme. We and others have shown that the ligand-con
trolled, ribozyme-mediated cleavage reactions can be 
used for the regulation of different RNA classes and their 
functions, such as mRNA, tRNA, rRNA and microRNA. 
In this Account we give an overview of different concepts 
used to regulate gene expression via ribozyme-based 
RNA switches, controlled by small-molecule ligands. 

2 Ribozymes in Nature 

RNA motifs that can catalyze reactions are called 
ribozymes in analogy to enzymes. Naturally occurring 
ribozymes such as RNaseP7 or self-splicing ribozymes8 

have been discovered in the early 1980s. In 2000 it be-
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came evident that even the ribosome is a ribozyme, as it 
catalyzes the peptidyltransferase reaction via RNA resi
dues.9 In the glmS riboswitch, a ribozyme serves as a reg
ulatory element by ligand-induced cleavage of the mRNA 
resulting in inhibition of gene expression. Upon binding 
of its metabolite glucosamine-6-phosphate an autocatalyt
ic cleavage of the glmS mRNA is triggered, resulting in 
mRNA degradation via a specific nuclease and reduced 
gene expression. 10 Recently a novel regulatory riboswitch 
containing a group I intron ribozyme has been described 
by Breaker and co-workers. I I This c-di-GMP-binding 
motif found in eubacteria is capable of controlling termi
nation of transcription. Group I introns catalyze self-splic
ing reactions, in which guanosine is bound and performs 
a nucleophilic attack on the 5'-splice site. Subsequently, a 
conformational change induces a second cleavage reac
tion at the 3'-splice site resulting in exon ligation and in
tron release. 12 In this case upstream of the intron a c-di
GMP-binding aptamer was found, controlling the initial, 
ribozyme-mediated attack of the guanosine in a ligand-de
pendent way. In the absence of c-di-GMP splicing and 
translation do not take place, whereas in the presence of c
di-GMP splicing occurs and gene expression can pro
ceed. II A similar but artificial system has been realized by 
Ellington and co-workers. By appending a theophylline 
aptamer to the group I intron ribozyme, they were able to 
generate a group I aptazyme whose in vivo splicing is me
diated by externally added theophylline. 13 

For constructing artificial, RNA-based switches of gene 
expression we utilized the hammerhead ribozyme (HHR). 
The reaction catalyzed by this catalytically active RNA is 
described by a phosphodiester reaction where a 2' -hy
droxyl group attacks the phosphodiester, generating a 2'-
3' -pentacyclic phosphodiester and a free 5' -hydroxyl 
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group, resulting in RNA strand cleavage (see Scheme 1, 
A).14 This cleavage mechanism is also performed by the 
HHR identified in Schistosoma mansonii,15 the probably 
best characterized and most frequently used ribozyme se
quence in synthetic applications. The HHR is a small 
RNA motif that was originally discovered in viroids, but 
now has been found in several eukaryotic genomes. 16 It 
comprises three helical arms (stems I-Ill), flanking a con
served catalytic cote. The catalysis is dependent on diva
lent metal ions such as magnesium. It has been shown that 
tertiary interactions between stems I and Il stabilize the 
catalytically active conformation. 17 The minimal ri
bozyme motif lacks those tertiary interactions and re
quires higher magnesium concentrations for efficient 
ribozyme cleavage. The interaction of stems I and II dis
tant to the active site enable the formation of an in-line ge
ometry for the nucleophilic attack, locking the ribozyme 
in a catalytic active conformation. 17c,18 

The discovery of ribozymes in nature inspired many re
searchers to generate artificial ribozymes with novel ac
tivities. A motivating aspect was the RNA world 
hypothesis, suggesting that early life developed based on 
RNA as the sole biopolymer. 19 Hence catalytic RNA rath
er than protein-based enzymes would have been responsi
ble for catalyzing the first metabolic reactions. Synthetic 
ribozymes catalyzing key metabolic and genetic tasks, 
such as RNA polymerase activity,20 peptidyl-transfer re
actions,21 or aminoacyl-transfers22 have been discovered 
by in vitro selection protocols. In addition, further activi
ties such as hydroxyl-phosphorylation reactions23 or the 
enantioselective carbon-carbon bond formation by the 
Diels-Alder reaction can be catalyzed efficiently by in 
vitro selected ribozymes.24 
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Scheme 1 The hammerhead ribozyme (HHR) for regulation of mRNA integrity. A: Phosphodiester cleavage mechanism of the HHR. B: Re
gulation of gene expression by intermolecular (in trails) cleavage of an mRNA. The HHR anneals to the target mRNA, thereby forming the 
active cleavage site. Cleavage of the HHR (indicated by the grey arrow) results in mRNA degradation and gene expression is turned off. C: 
Regulation of gene expression by intramolecular (in cis) cleavage of the HHR. The self-cleaving HHR is introduced into the target mRNA. 
Upon HHR cleavage, mRNA is degraded and gene expression is inhibited. 

3 Ribozymes as Parts for Artificial mRNA 
Switches 

Phosphodiester-cleaving ribozymes such as the HHR are 
capable of targeting RNA by intermolecular (in trans) 
cleavage, if divided into a catalytic and a substrate strand 
(see Scheme 1, B).25 This approach of utilizing ribozymes 
for targeting endogenous mRNA in frans in order to spe
cifically control gene expression26 has been developed in 
the 1990s but has received a setback with the discovery of 
RNA interference (see below for detailed description) 
which since then became the most frequently used strate
gy for exogenous control of gene expression. On the other 
hand, in order to control transgenes, artificial control units 
that allow the regulation of gene expression can be insert
ed into the genetic information. For this purpose, self
cleaving ribozymes have been introduced into mRNA in 
order to control the mRNA integrity. Pioneering work for 
the in cis control of gene expression via ribozymes was 
carried out by Mulligan and co-workers with the insertion 
of a full-length HHR into the mRNA of a eukaryotic re
porter gene (see Scheme 1, C).27 In eukaryotic cells, the 
stability of the mRNA depends on the presence of a 5'-cap 
and a 3'-poly(A) tail. By removing cap or tail, the ri
bozyme-mediated self-cleavage res,ults in mRNA destabi
lization and hence reduced gene expression.27 

Interestingly, efficient down-regulation of gene expres
sion was only observed when the ribozyme was inserted 
in the 5'-UTR, whereas insertion in the 3'-UTR or in in
tronic regions did not result in effective inhibition of gene 
expression. Although the introduced ribozymes lacked an 
aptamer domain and hence the possibility to control ri
bozyme activity with a specific ligand, it was possible to 
turn them into artificial riboswitches by screening for ef
ficient ribozyme inhibitors in vivo. The most potent inhib-

itor turned out to be an adenosine analogue that is 
randomly incorporated into cellular RNA, thereby inacti
vating the ribozyme.28 Surprisingly, the modified mRNA 
then still served as an efficient template in translation. Al
though the high concentration of the nucleoside analogues 
should lead to toxic effects, the approach was successfully 
demonstrated in mice. However, more specific ribozyme
mediated control can be achieved rendering the ribozyme 
reaction ligand-dependent by engineering allosteric 
ribozymes. The creation of allosteric ribozymes by attach
ing aptamer domains to ribozymes enables the specific 
control of its catalytic activity in a ligand-dependent way. 
Several examples of ligand~dependent synthetic 
aptazymes have been realized in the last years.29 

In order to utilize ribozymes for the conditional control of 
gene expression, aptazymes were introduced in mRNA of 
Saccharomyces cerevlszae by Win and Smolke. 
Aptazymes responsive to theophylline and tetracycline 
were inserted in the 3'-UTR of a yeast reporter gene.30 

They realized two different systems, once gene expression 
is turned on upon ligand addition and once gene expres
sion shuts down (see Scheme 2, A and B). In those de
signs the aptamers were attached to stem II of a fast
cleaving HHR, presumably controlling the formation of 
the stem I-stem II interactions that are necessary for fast 
cleavage kinetics. In addition, Smolke and co-workers 
were able to transfer the principle to mammalian cells. 
They showed that human T -cell proliferation can be me
diated by inserting multiple copies of the ribozymes in the 
3'-UTR of a IL-2 fusion transgene.31 The insertion of sev
eral switches seems necessary since most of the developed 
RNA switches only show moderate switching ratios. 

Although Smolke and' co-workers described ligand
dependent control of gene expression utilizing the ham
merhead ribozyme, additional measures are needed in 
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Scheme 2 Eukaryotic RNA parts comprising the HHR aptazyme. A ligand-binding aptamer (red) is attached to stem IT of the HHR via a con
necting sequence (green). Ligand binding either enables or inhibits ribozyme self-cleavage. The cleavage site is indicated by an arrow. A: On
switch. Upon ligand binding, HHR cleavage is inhibited and gene expression can proceed. B: Off-switch. Ligand binding enables HHR cleavage 
and mRNA degradation. Gene expression is inhibited. 

order to establish a route to switches with even better per
formances. In an attempt to combine the power of in vitro 
selection with the generation of in vivo switches, fast
cleaving ligand-dependent ribozymes were generated in 
the test tube by Breaker, MuIligan, and co-workers fol
lowed by insertion into an mRNA.29d Although many fast
cleaving, ligand-dependent ribozymes were obtained by 
this strategy, none of the aptazymes showed pronounced 
switching behavior when tested in the mRNA context. 
Possible reasons could be problems of ribozyme folding 
in vivo or the cleavage kinetics of the selected ribozymes 
being unsuited for efficient regulation of mRNA stability. 

Our group was initially interested in the development of 
efficient artificial RNA switches in bacteria. We as well 
chose the hammerhead ribozyme as expression platform 
in such switches since RNA cleavage has the potential to 
serve as regulatory mechanism in many organisms and in 
RNA classes other than mRNA. In contrast to eukaryotic 
cells, bacterial mRNA stability is not mediated by the 
presence of a 5'-cap structure. Therefore messages that are 
cleaved in the 5'-UTR can still be translated efficiently in 
E. coli. In order to develop a HHR ribozyme-based switch 
of gene expression that operates in prokaryotic cells we 
aimed at controlling translation initiation.6c In bacteria an 
accessible, single-stranded Shine-Dalgarno (SD) se
quence within the ribosome binding site (RBS) in the 
mRNA is essential for an efficient translational initia
tion.32 Ligand-dependent masking of the SD sequence is a 
common mechanism in naturally occun-ing riboswitches. 1 

In our design, we incorporated the RBS into an extended 
stem I in the HHR fold. Upon autocatalytic mRNA cleav
age, the RBS gets liberated and translation can proceed. 
By incorporation of a theophylline aptamer in stem III of 
the HHR and in vivo optimization of the connecting se
quence, we identified a theophylline-dependent aptazyme 
in which the tertiary contacts, necessary for core stabiliza
tion and fast cleavage kinetics, can be maintained (see 
Scheme 3, A).6c 

In order to identify suited sequences that show sufficient 
switching performances optimization of defined elements 
of the aptazymes is necessary. As demonstrated early by 
Breaker and co-workers, the sequences connecting the 
aptamer and ribozyme are crucial for the switching of ri
bozyme activity upon ligand binding since this site com
municates the binding event to the catalytic core of the 
ribozyme.29a In order to identify such optimized sequenc
es we applied a technique based on the in vivo screening 
of mutant pools that contain randomized sequences at the 
connection site between ribozyme and aptarner. Our stud
ies demonstrated the importance of fine-tuning the con
necting sequence of aptamer and ribozyme. In earlier 
studies the connecting sequence was often generated by 
randomizing responsible nucleotides and in vitro selec
tion protocols.29a However, we screened an optimized 
connecting sequence for the aptazyme approach described 
above in vivo, ensuring that all selected clones can be used 
as RNA switches in prokaryotic cells.33 In addition to our 
studies Ellington and co-workers described a combined 
in vitro-in vivo selection protocol, which is characterized 
by a higher throughput than in vivo screening methods.34 

Further studies have demonstrated that in principle the 
hammerhead aptazyme can be designed by attachment of 
the aptamer to each of the three stems.6a,c,30,35 In addition, 
a ligand-dependent ribozyme system in bacteria was de
veloped by Maeda and co-workers.36 They incorporated 
the RBS in stem III of a theophylline-dependent HHR, 
lacking the tertiary interactions between stem I and n. 
Therefore special E. coli growth conditions with high 
magnesium ion concentrations were needed.3? However, 
our group was wondering whether it is possible to further 
expand the HHR scaffold in order to find other positions 
for the introduction of an aptamer. Such a design is inter
esting in the following aspects: If more than one aptamer 
can be connected to a given ribozyme, two and more input 
switches can be designed utilizing the hammerhead mo
tif.35,38 More important, the following design will allow 
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the ligand-dependent in trans-targeting of mRNA since 
restrictions due to stem I-I! interactions are not applying 
to the substrate (mRNA) strand. We decided to introduce 
an additional stem (termed stem IV) to stem I of the HHR, 
thereby creating an artificial three-way junction. The spe
cific design of the junction point containing unpaired 
nucleotides was crucial for in vivo activity and ligand
dependent control of the HHR. 

We identified a powerful theophylline-dependent artifi
cial switch of gene expression based on the enlarged HHR 
scaffold (see Scheme 3, C).6b More than lOO-fold induc
tion of gene expression with very little background ex
pression in the off-state was observed.6b 

So far, aptazyme-based control of gene expression has 
only been achieved in bacteria with the model ligand theo-
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phylIine.6c,37,39 However, the use of theophylline is prob
lematic in vivo, since high concentrations are needed that 
are already slightly toxic.40 In order to explore additional 
compounds as triggers of gene expression we tested 
whether natural aptamer motifs occurring in bacterial ri
boswitches can be utilized in a ribozyme-dependent way. 
We chose an aptamer sequence that senses the ligand thi
amine pyrophosphate (TPP). TPP riboswitches are the 
most widespread RNA switches found to date with many 
examples in bacteria,41 plants,42 and fungi. 43 We connect
ed a TPP aptamer to our HHR setup, thereby creating ef
ficient ligand-dependent switches.6a After randomizing 
six nucleotides at the aptamer-ribozyme connection re
gion, we performed an in vivo screen to search for func
tional RNA switches. With this approach we were able to 
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Scheme 3 Bacterial aptazyme switches, regulating translational initiation, A: The ribosome binding site (RBS, orange) is incorporated into 
stem I of the HHR and therefore not accessible for the ribosome, The theophylline-binding aptamer (red) is attached to stem III of the HHR. 
Interaction with theophylline activates the HHR and cleaves the mRNA. As a result, the RBS gets liberated and translation is initiated, B: Ar
tificial regulation of gene expression by introduction of the TPP aptamer (red) in stem n, Binding ofTPP deactivates HHR self-cleavage and 
inhibits gene expression, If no TPP is bound the RBS (orange) is liberated and gene expression can proceed. C: Design of an expanded HHR 
format comprising a three-way junction, The theophylline aptamer (red) is incorporated into a newly added stem IV. This enlarged scaffold is 
as well capable of controlling gene expression via external addition of theophylline, ribozyme activation, and freeing of the RBS. 



identify both artificial switches that get inhibited and acti
vated by the addition of thiamine (see Scheme 3, B).6a 

Gene expression is switched upon the external addition of 
thiamine. Thiamine is processed via thiamine kinase and 
thiamine phosphate kinase to yield TPP,44 which is then 
sensed by the aptazyme. Interestingly, these switches are 
operating in bacteria that possess a functional TPP biosyn
thesis pathway. Hence, it seems possible to utilize natural 
metabolites in artificial switches of gene expression. In 
addition, with this design we demonstrated that the devel
oped platform based on the HHR is modular with respect 
to the attachment of different aptamer sequence hand 
hence ligand reprogramming. 

Next we demonstrated that the cleavage-based mecha
nism is indeed universal with respect to the application in 
different organisms. For this purpose we transferred the 
theophylline-dependent aptazyme described above from 
bacteria6c (see Scheme 3, A) to mammalian cell cultures. 
When inserted into a 5'-UTR of a mammalian mRNA, the 
same sequences developed in bacteria showed regulation 
of gene expression upon addition of theophylline. Since 
ribozyme cleavage of the respective mRNA detaches the 
stabilizing cap structure from the mRNA, the remaining 
cleavage product gets degraded rapidly. Hence, upon trig
gering of ribozyme cleavage with theophylline, gene ex
pression is turned off opposed to the observed on-switch 
in the bacterial system.45 In addition we optimized the per
formance of the eukaryotic switches by removing artifi
cial start codons as well as re-screening of the connecting 
sequence, resulting in sixfold switches of gene expression 
in HEK and HeLa celllines.45 Importantly, these systems 
for conditional gene expression do not require additional 
regulatory protein factors compared to the frequently used 
tetracycline systems.46 

4 Regulation of Further RNA Classes 

Having created different ligand-dependent aptazyme de
signs in the context of the bacterial mRNA, we wondered 
whether the usage of self-cleaving ribozymes is more gen
erally applicable with respect to other RNA classes. As 
mentioned in the introduction other RNA involved in gene 
expression are tRNA and rRNA, on which we focused in 
our recent studies. 

In order to regulate tRNA we further developed a system 
based on an in vitro translation system for the label-free 
detection of theophylline developed by Ogawa and 
Maeda.47 We attached a theophylline-dependent ribozyme 
to the 5'-end of an E. coli tRNA, aiming at activation of 
the tRNA for translation by ligand addition (see 
Scheme 4, A). We used a mutated tRNAScrCUA' recogniz
ing the amber stop codon. Ribozyme-mediated activation 
of the tRNA Scr CUA suppresses termination and instead de
codes the mRNA by incorporating serine, resulting in 
eGFP expression. Therefore in our design a gain of func
tion occurs when the ribozyme cleavage reaction takes 
place. We achieved this by attaching of the ribozyme to 
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the tRNA in a way that the formation of the typical clover
leaf structure of the tRNA is disturbed but gets liberated 
to form an active tRNA upon ribozyme cleavage (see 
Scheme 4, A).48 With this technology it should be possi
ble to specifically switch the incorporation of genetically 
encoded, unnatural amino acids, triggered via small-mol
ecule dependent ribozymes. In addition, our approach 
should allow for the post-transcriptional control of amino 
acid identity in proteins by combining two or more 
switches. Moreover the presented mechanism should be 
transferable to other organisms, as the structural features 
of the general tRNA pathway are conserved throughout all 
kingdoms of life.49 

In another approach we controlled the integrity of the 16S 
rRNA of E. coli.50 The 16S rRNA together with several 
proteins constitutes the small ribosomal subunit in bacte
ria.51 In our design we triggered the cleavage of the 16S 
rRNA by insertion of a TPP-dependent HHR (see 
Scheme 4, B). Interestingly, at certain positions the inser
tion of the large HHR sequence into the 16S rRNA did not 
affect its activity; whereas HHR-induced cleavage is not 
tolerated and results in loss of 16S rRNA activity. In its in
active form the TPP aptazyme is not interfering with 
translation. Upon thiamine addition, the HHR is activated 
and cleaves the 16S rRNA, which is then degraded. The 
successfully engineered, artificial ribosomes can be 
switched on or off specifically via the addition of a small 
molecule. 50 The developed system could prove useful as a 
tool in order to understand ribosome folding and assem
bly. 

In our designs gene expression was mediated by directly 
influencing mRNA stability or the mechanism of transla
tion via tRNA or rRNA integrity. In addition mRNA sta
bility in eukaryotes can be affected indirectly through an 
alternative pathway, called RNA interference (RNAi). By 
this mechanism a specific gene is knocked down via a 
small interfering RNA (siRNA) sequence that is comple
mentary to the targeted mRNA.52 During RNAi a double
stranded RNA or a ShOlt hairpin RNA (shRNA) is pro
cessed by Dicer and the RNA-induced silencing complex 
(RISe) into an siRNA. MicroRNA (miRNA) are geneti
cally encoded and processed by a similar mechanism. The 
primary microRNA (pri-miRNA) is a shRNA with single
stranded 3'- and 5'-overhangs that are processed by the 
endonuclease drosha to the precursor miRNA (pre
miRNA).53 This pre-miRNA serves as a substrate for 
Dicer, gets processed, and then results in specific gene 
knockdown. 

RNAi is a highly important mechanism in natural gene 
regulation, but has also been used for constructing artifi
cial ligand-dependent controls of gene expression.54 Inte
gration of a theophylline aptamer into an shRNA resulted 
in ligand-dependent RNAi activity.55 Recently, Yokoba
yashi and co-workers demonstrated activation of RN Ai by 
rendering a pri-miRNA dependent on aptazyme c1eav
age.56 The used RNA transcript comprised a structural an
alogue of a pri-miRNA, connected with an allosteric HHR 
comprising the theophylline aptamer. In addition, an 
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inhibitory strand was incorporated that hybridizes with 
the 5'-end of the pri-miRNA and can only be liberated by 
ribozyme cleavage upon theophylline addition. Exposure 
of the 5'-single-stranded region enables processing by 
drosha and activation of RNAi (see Scheme 4, C). Inter-
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estingly, the theophylline-dependent aptazyme used by 
Yokobayashi and co-workers was initially developed in 
bacteria by our group,6c again showing a high interspecies 
compatibility of HHR-based regulatory mechanisms. 
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Scheme 4 Ribozyme-based regulation of different RNA classes. A: Small-molecule-dependent regulation of tRNA function in E .coli. The 
theophylline-dependent aptazyme (see Scheme 2, A) is connected to an amber suppressor tRNAsercuA" This attachment disrupts the typical 
tRNA cloverleaf structure and thereby inhibits tRNA function. Interaction with theophylline leads to ribozyme cleavage and liberation of a 
functional tRNA that acts in translation. B: Aptazyme-mediated regulation of 16S-rRNA in E. coli. Incorporation of the inactive TPP-aptazyme 
into 16S-rRNA does not interfere with translation and enables gene expression. Ribozyme activation via addition ofTPP results in cleavage of 
the 16S rRNA and inhibition of the small ribosomal subunit. C: Ligand-dependent regulation of RNA interference (RNAi) via an aptazyme in 
eukaryotic cells. The 5' end of a pri-miRNA analogue is attached to the theophylline-regulated HHR aptazyme. An inhibitory strand (orange) 
connected to the HHR is complementary to the single-stranded 5'-region of the pri-miRNA necessary for processing and RNAi activity. Theo
phylline addition activates the HHR and cleavage yields the pri-miRNA analogue that can be processed and knockdown of gene expression via 
RNAi occurs. 



5 Conclusion 

RNA switches are able to regulate prokaryotic and eu
karyotic gene expression in a ligand-dependent manner. 
Especially ribozyme-based mechanisms show high poten
tials to act in many different contexts, as their RNA cleav
age results in irreversible changes. As described above, 
our group has shown that the HHR is a very versatile and 
powerful tool to regulate gene expression in E. COli.M8,50 

We showed that the developed RNA parts can regulate 
mRNA accessibility, but are also highly transferable to 
other RNA classes (rRNA, tRNA).48,5o The group of 
Yokobayashi even showed that HHR self-cleavage is ca
pable of regulating RNAi substrates,56 All these RNA 
parts exhibit a highly modular nature, which should sim
ply allow for the exchange of one ligand-binding aptamer 
to another. However, many aptazyme switches reported 
by different groups described here have been shown to 
work only with a limited number of aptamers. Theophyl
line has been employed frequently, and antibiotics have 
been used in yeast. We were able to integrate an aptazyme 
responding to thiamine in mRNA6a as well as in tRNA,48 
In order to apply these principles to conditional gene ex
pression in the life sciences, there is an increasing need for 
additional ligands that are nontoxic, penetrate cellular 
membranes, and are not metabolized by the targeted cells. 
Ligand-dependent RNA switches are interesting alterna
tives to protein-based switches that are utilized in the life 
sciences so far. In addition, due to their modular nature 
they offer high potentials in the emerging field of synthet
ic biology for re-programming cellular circuits and func
tions. 
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